
Hear about TalkType directly from those who use it.

David Edwards
Assistive Technology Trainer

“It’s literally
as simple
as that



David Edwards is a freelance assistive technology trainer who also has
dyslexia and dyspraxia. Being neurodivergent allows David to understand,
empathise, and relate to the vast majority of his users. And he finds
TalkType to be an empowering and easy-to-use tool that can improve
productivity levels.

David’s TalkType experience

Just literally, you

talk and everything

appears on the

screen. It’s literally

as simple as that

“
David sees one of the main challenges for
people with dyslexia or dyspraxia is
overcoming their short-term memory
problems. This concern can lead to higher
stress levels, particularly when users need
to type out study assignments or work
reports. People with dyslexia can find it
harder to write in a structured way and
engage with the various stages of typing
out text. And this can lead them into
time-consuming and stressful mindsets
without the right support. 

A key strength of people with neurodivergence is their verbal articulacy and

communication skills. Many neurodivergent people are strong orators and

speakers. And despite the obstacles they face with writing words, people with

dyslexia and dyspraxia can usually express themselves very well when speaking.

This is a huge benefit when using TalkType’s software which can easily pick up

clear and articulate words and dictate them on the screen. 

The key advantage of TalkType’s dictation software is its ease of use. Many of

David’s clients have remarked about how simple and easy TalkType to use it is.

And it’s this aspect of the software that helps neurodivergent users reduce their

stress and overwhelm levels and allow TalkType to do the work for them.

TalkType makes the best use of
neurodivergent skill sets



Users can look forward to fast results
David finds TalkType is so simple and easy to use. Anyone can speak into the

software which picks up their words straight away and puts them on the

screen. David enjoys this simplicity but also highlights the speed of the

dictation and transcription on the page.

It’s a bit like a mobile phone of today where we say ‘How

did we ever manage without mobile phones’, I think we

can say the same about TalkType.

“
TalkType is very straightforward and easy-to-use. David remarks that he finds

TalkType has a low learning curve compared to other forms of dictation

software that he trains users on. Users should find it easy to load the software

and talk into it to get immediate results. Other harder-to-use software can

have a higher learning curve that can put people off from actually using it when

they need to.  

TalkType is intuitive, easy-to-use, and has a low learning curve. But it is also

very fast and very accurate. 

David recognises the very high degree of speed and accuracy that TalkType

offers its users and knows this is the software's key edge. David says users will

be blown away by how easy it is to use and be delighted with its fast and

accurate form of dictation.

If you'd like to find out more about how TalkType can help students or
employees at your organisation, please get in touch with us at

sales@carescribe.io


